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Our GM, doubling up as a Hare got in Manneken Pis at Patong View Point and told us even though this
is a SUNDAY Run it was one of the best this year....I fear Hash Shit a coming!

NO VIRGINS today but  a  truck  load  of  HASH VISITORS....I  say truck load  as  they are  from
BURMA and we all know that Burmese only travel in the back of large trucks..they were happy to be
here  but  not  too  happy  with  their  overnight  accommodation...corrugated  iron  sheds,  miles  from
nowhere  in  the  rubber!   A big  Welcome  to  GIGGLE  JOE,  WUNDER  BRA,  LE  PIMP,  CUM
CHICKLER,  $5  MORE,  SLEEPING  BEAUTY,  COMATOSE...Thanks  for  coming,  please  come
again..the GM said he will put you all up at his house next time!

RUN OFFENSES...I start with the GM as he was the one who told us it was his birthday..a, sad loner!
Fungus then gets in Top Off as he calls out ...checking but was standing on paper (not for the first
time!) Chicken George tells TO to stay there and tells us that as TO ran passed him rocks fell on his
dog...lucky he didn't eat him CG! Manneken Pis gets in Clit Zipper...CP was talking to MP but he
couldn't understand him as CP was NOT drunk today! Lucky Lek gets in the Hares and talks about blue
paper..that's  about  all  I  got...Luck  Lek...please  buy  a  walkie  talkie  and  then  we  will  be  able  to
understand you better! Fungus asks LL to stay and informs us
LL may not be able to find blue paper but he couldn't find the
laager site as he called Fungus...I know I’m by the sea and I can
see  the  mountains..that's  about  it!  jungle  Balls  calls  in
Comatose as he is a Belgian and gets him on the ice with our
own Belgian Hare! One of the Visitors comes in and says she
can  here  lots  of  FRINGLISH  being  spoken  so  calls  in  the
French  just  to  see  how many we  have..answer?  too  fucking
many!

STEWARD...Our Scribe was our Steward today and did a great
job  in  entertaining  the  troops  by  getting  in  many  of  our
members to ....take the piss out of them...well done ME!

HARES in..Now as Manneken Pis was on of the Hares with our
GM JC took over he called in a few of us...including me and
asked just who was going to get Hash Shit? The loudest roar
was for Manneken Piss as he got loads lost and was still laying
paper as we set off...enjoy the seat MP..well done!
The GM closed the circle and reminded us to turn up to the Expat hotel for our 30 Year party...be there
and enjoy the fellowship of Phuket Hash House Harriers!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER
SEE YOU ALL ON FRIDAY NIGHT AND ON SATURDAY!
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